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The Wisdom Codes
Bestselling author and lecturer Dr. Wayne W. Dyer
has written a thought-provoking book for those of us
who have chosen to consciously be on our life path.
The ten "secrets" for success and inner peace
presented here apply whether you’re just embarking
on your path, are nearing the end of it, or are on the
path in any way. Dr. Dyer urges you to read these ten
secrets with an open heart. By doing so, you’ll learn
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to feel the peace of God that truly defines success.

Fractal Time
"What would it mean to discover we're designed to
live extraordinary lives of self-healing, longevity, and
deep intuition? Is it possible that the advanced
awareness achieved by monks, nuns, and
mystics--considered rare in the past--is actually
meant to be a normal part of our daily lives? In this
revelatory book, now available for the first time in
paperback, five-time New York Times best-selling
author and 2018 Templeton Award nominee Gregg
Braden explains that we no longer need to ask these
questions as "What if?" Recent discoveries ranging
from human evolution and genetics to the new
science of neuro-cardiology (the bridge between the
brain and the heart) have overturned 150 years of
thinking when it comes to the way we think of
ourselves, our origin, and our capabilities. In this
reader-friendly journey of discovery, Braden begins
with the fact that we exist as we do, even more
empowered, and more connected with ourselves and
the world than scientists have believed in the past.
It's this indisputable fact that leads to even deeper
mysteries. "How do we awaken the extraordinary
abilities that come from such an awesome
connection?" "What role does our ancient and
mysterious heritage play in our lives today?" Join
Gregg as he crosses the traditional boundaries of
science and spirituality to answer precisely these
questions. In doing so he reveals a) specific tools,
techniques, and practices to awaken our deep
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intuition on-demand, for self healing and longevity;
and 2) concrete solutions to the social issues that are
destroying our families and dividing us as people,
including the bullying of young people, hate crimes,
the growing epidemic of suicide, religious extremism,
and more"--

Measuring the Immeasurable
From The MOSES CODE: When the Moses Code was
first revealed to the Israelites, some of the greatest
miracles in history were performed. Shortly afterward,
influential leaders decreed that the inherent energy
was simply too vast and potentially dangerous to be
used by anyone other than the highest initiates. It's
now time for all of us to master the Code as well - not
just to add riches to our lives, but to create a world
based upon the laws of compassion and peace. We're
being offered the most powerful tool in history for
creating our reality. This isn't a New Age fairy tale; it's
real and true. We need enlightened souls to finally
manifest the world of our dreams. It's easy to look at
the earth and see the devastation of unconscious
manifestation. Our planet didn't arrive at the brink of
such terror on its own but through our collective
decisions. The question now is simply: Will we choose
this again, or will we finally and resolutely decide to
follow the call of the soul rather than the pandering of
the ego? Whatever we genuinely feel, the world and
everything in it will transform in order to match that
belief. You have an essential and individual role to
play, and that's why this book has found you. For
now, relax and enjoy you're about to go on a journey
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that will change your life!

The Journey to the Sacred Garden
The number 7 has a very large significance in our
lives and in spiritual teachings. It can be traced back
right to the beginning of creation. It's a mystical and
powerful number according to numerology and
eastern philosophies. One could also say that it is
God's number because, symbolically, God created the
world in seven days. This book explains the 7's
connection with our religious, spiritual, scientific and
physical lives, and the wonders and workings in
nature. The book also addresses the occurrence of the
7 in the human body, making us a part of nature.
Hans Liszikam resides in New South Wales, Australia.
His trade background is in building/construction and
transport. At the young age of 72, he spends most of
his time writing and is still active in facilitating
workshops and working as a guest speaker/psychic
medium in spiritual churches. Publisher's website:
http: //www.strategicpublishinggroup.com/title/TheGo
dCodeInTheSeven.htm

Measuring the Immeasurable
Could our deepest hurts reveal the key to a powerful
form of prayer that was lost 17 centuries ago? What
can we learn today from the great secret of our most
cherished traditions? "There are beautiful and wild
forces within us." With these words, the mystic St.
Francis described what ancient traditions believed
was the most powerful force in the universe – the
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power of prayer. For more than 20 years, Gregg
Braden has searched for evidence of a forgotten form
of prayer that was lost to the West following the
biblical edits of the early Christian Church. In the
1990s, he found and documented this form of prayer
still being used in the remote monasteries of central
Tibet. He also found it practiced in sacred rites
throughout the high deserts of the American
Southwest. In this book, Braden describes this ancient
form of prayer that has no words or outward
expressions. Then, for the first time in print, he leads
us on a journey exploring what our most intimate
experiences tell us about our deepest beliefs. Through
case histories and personal accounts, Braden explores
the wisdom of these timeless secrets, and the power
that awaits each of us . . . just beyond our deepest
hurt!

The God Code
Between 1993 and 2000, a series of groundbreaking
experiments revealed dramatic evidence of a web of
energy that connects everything in our lives and our
world-the Divine Matrix. From the healing of our
bodies, to the success of our careers, relationships,
and the peace between nations, this new evidence
demonstrates that we each hold the power to speak
directly to the force that links all of creation. What
would it mean to discover that the power to create
joy, to heal suffering, and bring peace to nations lives
inside of you? How differently would you live if you
knew how to use this power each day of your life? Join
Gregg Braden on this extraordinary journey bridging
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science, spirituality and miracles through the
language of The Divine Matrix.

The Infinite View
Reveals common themes in today's most hotly
debated issues, explaining how disparate opinions
stem from false assumptions and how major conflicts
can be resolved by making the most recent scientific
discoveries available to all.

Spiritwalker
In his latest book, former senior computer systems
designer and bestselling author Gregg Braden merges
these ancient and modern world views into a powerful
new model of time. Marrying the modern laws of
fractal patterns to the ancient concept of cycles, he
demonstrates how everything from the war and peace
between nations to our most joyous relationships and
personal crises are the returning patterns of our past.
As each pattern returns, it carries the same conditions
of previous cycles—fractal patterns that can be
known, measured and predicted! What makes this
model so important today is that the returning cycles
also carry a window of opportunity—a choice
point—that allows us to choose a new outcome for the
cycle. Braden suggests that if we can see time from
this perspective, the patterns will show us what’s in
store for the future, and perhaps how to avoid the
mistakes of our past. After presenting the case
histories that confirm the accuracy of fractal time
calculations, the author crosses the traditional
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boundaries of science and spirituality to answer the
question that must be asked: What does fractal time
tell us about 2012, and beyond? Because the cycles
repeat, the seed for 2012 has already happened and
the pattern already exists! In a narrative format of
easy-to-read science and true-life accounts, Fractal
Time shows us what we can expect as we close the
Great World Age described by the Mayan Calendar,
and the secret to our moment in history.

The God Code
Discover desperate circumstances in America's past
and how men and women rose up with faith and
courage and situations unexplainably turned around.
Read of captivating, little-known stories during the
French & Indian War, Revolution, Barbary Pirate War,
War of 1812, Civil War, WWI & II, and up through
Apollo 13. Learn "the rest of the story" of how leaders
prayed, challenged and inspired the nation and
disaster was averted! YOU will be inspired as you
uncover "Miracles in American History - 32 Amazing
Stories of Answered Prayer." ARE you aware of these
past crises when America's fate hung in the balance?
In 1746, 70 ships with 13,000 troops sailed from
France to lay waste to the American colonies.
Massachusetts Governor William Shirley proclaimed a
Day of Fasting. What happened next was
unexplainable! After the Battle of Monongahela,
George Washington wrote from Fort Cumberland to
his younger brother, John Augustine Washington, July
18, 1755: "But by the All-Powerful Dispensations of
Providence, I have been protected beyond all human
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probability or expectation; for I had four bullets
through my coat, and two horses shot under me, yet
escaped unhurt, although death was leveling my
companions on every side of me!" How did Thomas
Jefferson's resolution for a Day of Fasting on June 1,
1774, lead to the forming of the Continental
Congress, and eventually Independence? Read how in
1781 the providential rising of three rivers in 10 days
allowed Americans to escape British General
Cornwallis? Or how the uncanny way Benedict
Arnold's planned betrayal of West Point was
discovered? George Washington exclaimed: "The
Hand of Providence has been so conspicuous in all
this (the course of the war) that he must be worse
than an infidel that lacks faith." Ben Franklin declared:
"In the beginning of the Contest with Great Britainwe
had daily prayer in this room for Divine protectionAll
of us who were engaged in the struggle must have
observed frequent instances of a Superintending
Providence in our favor." In 1865, President Lincoln
proclaimed a Day of Fasting for April 30. What freak
accident happened two days later which changed the
course of the Civil War? What did Woodrow Wilson
declared as the U.S. entered WWI. Or Herbert Hoover
during the Great Depression? Or FDR, Eisenhower,
MacArthur and Patton during WWII? Or Truman during
the Korean War? When Apollo 13 was lost in space,
what happened after President Nixon called all of
America to pray? Are you aware of these American
Miracles? Find out as you read "Miracles in American
History - 32 Amazing Stories of Answered Prayer."

Secrets of the Lost Mode of Prayer
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The Grand Biocentric Design
Collects essays on meditation, the power of prayer,
optimism, thankfulness, neurophenomenology, and
alpha brain waves, all written from the perspective
that science and spirituality should not be in
opposition.

The Spontaneous Healing of Belief
In the brilliant visionary tradition of Carlos Castaneda,
anthropologist Hank Wesselman first documented his
spiritual journey in the acclaimed account
Spiritwalker. Now he continues his travels through the
spirit world in this astonishing book, leading us into
the heart of one of the greatest mysteries of
existence. Dr. Wesselman's inspiring quest began
with a dramatic encounter on the island of Hawaii.
Though he had feared his connection to Nainoa, a
kahuna initiate and fellow mystic traveler, would be
severed when he moved to San Diego, Wesselman
would continue to merge minds with Nainoa. Over the
next five years, the true purpose of their profound yet
cryptic contact took shape. Wesselman had gained
access to some inner doorway, putting him in the
presence of a transcendent life force and intelligence.
On the threshold of a dazzling new understanding of
nature, he was a shaman in training, an initiate into
the sacred, secret healing powers of the spirit world.
This remarkable book gives us an unprecedented
glimpse into the origin and the destiny of our species.
Hank Wesselman has brought back from his
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extraordinary travels an extraordinary message: the
keys to personal power and to the healing of all
humankind.

The Isaiah Effect
People often lean towards either trusting their gut or
being completely rational, but Ellen Tadd urges
readers to consider a new approach that integrates
soul, spirit, and personality. She guides readers in
developing their own intuitive powers. According to
Tadd, Spirit is the God Force that animates and
empowers us and suffuses everyone and everything.
But while Spirit is conscious and communicative, we
haven't been taught to look for it. In fact, most of us
have been conditioned not to look for it. When we
choose spiritual attunement, we find ourselves able to
engage more clearly and openly with life-even with its
challenges, such as illness, death, loss, and feelings of
anxiety, loneliness, fear, or inadequacy. The Infitinite
Viewoffers the tools and insights needed to achieve
attunement. Drawing on her personal narrative, as
well as the experiences of her students, Tadd helps
readers transform their understanding of themselves
and the world around them.

The Moses Code
Braden explores the miracles that open the door to a
powerful new way of seeing the world, and the
science that tells why miracles are possible.

From Cell to Soul
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?There are beautiful and wild forces within us.? With
these words, the mystic, St. Francis, described what
ancient traditions believed was the most powerful
force in the universe - the power of prayer. For more
than 20 years, Gregg Braden, the best-selling author
of The God Code, has searched for evidence of a
forgotten form of prayer that was lost to the West
following the Biblical edits of the early Christian
Church. In the 1990s, Gregg found and documented
this form of prayer still being used in the remote
monasteries of central Tibet. He also found it
practiced in sacred rites throughout the high deserts
of the American Southwest. In Secrets of the Lost
Mode of Prayer, Braden begins by describing this
ancient form of prayer that has no words, or outward
expressions. Then for the first time in print, he leads
us on a journey exploring what our most intimate
experiences tell us about our deepest beliefs. Through
case histories and his personal sharing, Braden
explores the wisdom of these timeless secrets, and
the power that awaits each of us, just beyond our
deepest hurt!

Miracles in American History
What would it mean to discover an ancient
language—a literal message—hidden within the DNA
of life itself? What we once believed of our past is
about to change. . . . A coded message has been
found within the molecules of life, deep within the
DNA in each cell of our bodies. Through a remarkable
discovery linking Biblical alphabets to our genetic
code, the "language of life" may now be read as the
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ancient letters of a timeless message. Regardless of
race, religion, heritage, or lifestyle, the message is
the same in each cell of every woman, child, and
man, past and present. Sharing all-new, fascinating
research, Gregg Braden discusses the life-changing
discovery that led him from a successful career in the
aerospace and defense industries to an extensive
12-year study of the most sacred and honored
traditions of humankind.

The Problem with Interest
We solve our problems based upon the way we think
of ourselves and the world. From peak energy and
peak debt to failing economies and the realities of
climate change, everyday life is showing us where
we’ve outgrown the thinking of the past. It’s also
showing us where big changes in the world mean big
changes in our lives. Through dramatic shifts in our
jobs, our relationship to money, our health, and even
our homes, it’s clear that our lives are changing in
ways we’ve never seen, to a degree that we’re not
prepared for, and at speeds that we’ve never
experienced. It’s also clear that the thinking of the
past is no longer enough to meet our needs today. A
new, healthy, and sustainable world is emerging, and
our ability to accept what it offers begins with our
willingness to: • Honestly acknowledge the facts of
what we’re up against. • Embrace the new
discoveries that reveal the role of cooperation in
nature and human communities. • Create resilience in
our lives, families, and communities based upon five
proven and sustainable principles. • Through easy-toPage 12/29
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understand science and the wisdom traditions of the
past, The Turning Point identifies the extremes in the
world that are reshaping our lives, the keys to thrive
in the midst of the transformation, and the strategies
to get us there.

The Science of Self-Empowerment
Visionseeker
THE DIVINE MATRIX Are the miracles that we see in
the quantum world actually showing us our greatest
possibilities rather than our scientific limits? Could the
spontaneous healing of disease, an instant connection
with everyone and everything, and even time travel,
be our true heritage in the universe? There is a place
where all things begin, the place of pure energy that
simply ''is.'' In this quantum incubator for reality,
everything is possible. In 1944, Max Planck, the father
of quantum theory, shocked the world by saying that
this ''matrix'' is where the birth of stars, the DNA of
life, and everything between originates. Recent
discoveries reveal dramatic evidence that Planck's
matrix - The Divine Matrix - is real. It is this missing
link in our understanding that provides the container
for the universe, the bridge between our imagination
and our reality, and the mirror in our world for what
we create in our beliefs. To unleash the power of this
matrix in our lives, we must understand how it works
and speak the language that it recognizes. For more
than 20 years, Gregg Braden, a former senior
aerospace computer systems designer, has searched
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for the understanding to do just that. From the
remote monasteries of Egypt, Peru, and Tibet to the
forgotten texts that were edited by the early Christian
church, the secret of the Divine Matrix was left in the
coded language of our most cherished traditions. It is
verified in today's science. In this paradigm-shattering
book, Gregg shares what he's found. Through 20 keys
of conscious creation, we're shown how to translate
the miracles of our imagination into what is real in our
lives. With easy-to-understand science and real-life
stories, Gregg shows us that we're limited only by our
beliefs, and what we once believed is about to
change!

Entanglement
The true story that inspired the forthcoming History
Channel series “God Code." Imagine you are a young,
ambitious, successful appraiser of artifacts and
antiquities—your services in demand by many of the
most powerful individuals and branches of
government in Washington, D. C. Your future could
not seem brighter—except for a troubling dream with
the same mysterious message on the same exact
date three years in a row. Timothy P. Smith, heir to a
renowned family business responsible for construction
or renovation of some of America’s most cherished
landmarks, struggled to understand the significance
of his recurring dream until he had another
dream--one that identified a specific location where it
seemed he might find answers to his questions. So
Timothy drove to a remote spot in British Columbia.
There the adventure--which later led to a startling
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discovery in the oldest Hebrew text of the
Bible--began. It took the convergence of the sacred
text, one man’s life, and modern computer
technology to reveal messages that may explain
dramatic world events, as well as influence every
person alive today. Welcome to The Chamberlain Key.
What You Will Discover in The Chamberlain Key: • An
encrypted code in Genesis, in the oldest known
Hebrew text of the Old Testament, centuries before
predicted the birth and resurrection of Jesus. •
Scientific evidence that this encrypted code was
authored by the divine hand of God. • Signs that
there are more encrypted codes in this same Hebrew
text that will lead to additional messages from God to
humanity • Hidden clues that may lead to the location
of long-missing sacred artifacts, such as the Ark of the
Covenant • Insights on why Timothy P. Smith was
chosen to uncover this encrypted code. • A dire
warning that God wants us to hear—and heed.
“However one wishes to interpret the meaning and
significance of the text, they may rest assured that
the text on which Timothy Smith bases his
interpretation has almost certainly been there for a
very long time, since before the birth of Christ.”
—Eugene Ulrich, Ph.D., Department of Theology,
University of Notre Dame

Healing Grief
Walking Between the Worlds
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Secrets of the Lost Mode of Prayer
Human by Design invites you on a journey beyond
Darwin's theory of evolution, beginning with the fact
that we exist as we do, even more empowered, and
more connected with ourselves and the world, than
scientists have believed possible.* * *In one of the
great ironies of the modern world, the science that
was expected to solve life's mysteries has done just
the opposite. New discoveries have led to more
unanswered questions, created deeper mysteries, and
brought us to the brink of forbidden territory when it
comes to explaining our origin and existence. These
discoveries reveal the following facts: - Fact 1. Our
origin--Modern humans appeared suddenly on earth
approximately 200,000 years ago, with the advanced
brain, nervous system, and capabilities that set them
apart from all other known forms of life already
developed, rather than having developed slowly and
gradually over a long periods of time.- Fact 2. Missing
physical evidence--The relationships shown on the
conventional tree of human evolution are speculative
connections only. While they are believed to exist, a
150-year search has failed to produce the physical
evidence that confirms the relationships shown on the
evolutionary family tree.- Fact 3. New DNA
evidence--The comparison of DNA between ancient
Neanderthals, previously thought to be our ancestors,
and early humans tells us that we did not descend
from the Neanderthals.- Fact 4. A rare DNA
fusion--Advanced genome analysis reveals that the
DNA that sets us apart from other primates, including
in our advanced brain and nervous system, is the
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result of an ancient and precise fusion of genes
occurring in a way that suggests something beyond
evolution made our humanness possible.- Fact 5. Our
extraordinary abilities--We are born with the capacity
to self-heal, to self-regulate longevity, to activate an
enhanced immune response, and to experience deep
intuition, sympathy, empathy, and, ultimately,
compassion--and to do each of these on demand.In
this book, New York Times best-selling author and
2017 Templeton Award nominee Gregg Braden
crosses the traditional boundaries of science and
spirituality to answer the timeless question at the
core of our existence--Who are we?--and to reveal
science-based techniques that awaken our uniquely
human experiences of deep intuition, precognition,
advanced states of self-healing, and much more!
Beyond any reasonable doubt, Human by Design
reveals that we're not what we've been told, and
much more than we've ever imagined.

The Spontaneous Healing of Belief
Seventeen hundred years ago, key elements of our
ancient heritage were lost, relegated to the esoteric
traditions of mystery schools and sacred orders.
Among the most empowering of the forgotten
elements are references to a science with the power
to bring everlasting healing to our bodies and initiate
an unprecedented era of peace and cooperation
between governments and nations. In his
groundbreaking new book, The Isaiah Effect, Gregg
Braden turns to the Isaiah Scroll, perhaps the most
important of the Dead Sea Scrolls discovered in 1946,
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to offer insight into a powerful form of ancient prayer.
In The Isaiah Effect, Braden, author of Awakening to
Zero Point and Walking Between the Worlds,
combines research in quantum physics with the works
of the prophet Isaiah and the ancient Essenes. He
demonstrates how prophecies of global catastrophe
and suffering may only represent future possibilities,
rather than forecast impending doom, and that we
have the power to influence those possibilities. In
addition to describing multiple futures, the Isaiah
texts take us one step further, clearly describing the
science of how we choose our futures. Tracing key
words of Isaiah's text back to their original language,
we discover how he taught a mode of prayer that was
lost to the West during Biblical editing in the fourth
century. Braden offers detailed accounts of how
elements of this mode of prayer have been applied in
a variety of situations, ranging from healing lifethreatening conditions to entire villages using
collective prayer to prevail during the 1998 fires in
southern Peru. In each instance, the correlation
between the offering of the prayer and a shift of the
events in question was beyond coincidence--the
prayers had measurable effects! As modern science
continues to validate a relationship between our outer
and inner worlds, it becomes more likely that a
forgotten bridge links the world of our prayers with
that of our experience. Each time we engage
ourselves, our loved ones, and our communities with
Isaiah's life-affirming message of hope, we secure
nothing less than our future and the future of the only
home we know. From the Hardcover edition.
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Awakening to Zero Point
Braden explores the miracles that open the door to a
powerful new way of seeing the world, and the
science that tells why miracles are possible.

Medicinemaker
Entanglement, the new novel based on the teachings
of New York Times best-selling author Gregg Braden,
explores the exciting world of quantum physics
through the experiences of twin brothers. Charlie and
Jack Franklin have always experienced life differently
than your average brothers. As children, each was
able to sense when the other was in danger, when the
other was sad, or when the other was happy.
However, as adults, these two brothers took different
paths: Jack stayed in their hometown to practice his
art and Charlie joined the army, only to be deployed
to Afghanistan. After a frightening vision jolts Jack into
consciousness, he begins his quest to get in touch
with Charlie. Along the way, he encounters his highschool physics teacher, who helps him understand the
connection the brothers have and the larger universal
oneness of which we are all a part.

God Code
Written by Tarek El-Diwany, this book focuses on
Islamic economics, usury, the history of banking and
money creation.

The God Code in the Seven and Iit's
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Effect on Our Physical, Mental, and
Spiritual Lives
What if life isn't just a part of the universe . . . what if
it determines the very structure of the universe itself?
The theory that blew your mind in Biocentrism and
Beyond Biocentrism is back, with brand-new research
revealing the startling truth about our existence.
What is consciousness? Why are we here? Where did
it all come from—the laws of nature, the stars, the
universe? Humans have been asking these questions
forever, but science hasn't succeeded in providing
many answers—until now. In The Grand Biocentric
Design, Robert Lanza, one of Time Magazine's "100
Most Influential People," is joined by theoretical
physicist Matej Pavšic and astronomer Bob Berman to
shed light on the big picture that has long eluded
philosophers and scientists alike. This engaging, mindstretching exposition of how the history of physics has
led us to Biocentrism—the idea that life creates
reality-takes readers on a step-by-step adventure into
the great science breakthroughs of the past centuries,
from Newton to the weirdness of quantum theory,
culminating in recent revelations that will challenge
everything you think you know about our role in the
universe. This book offers the most complete
explanation of the science behind Biocentrism to
date, delving into the origins of the memorable
principles introduced in previous books in this series,
as well as introducing new principles that complete
the theory. The authors dive deep into topics
including consciousness, time, and the evidence that
our observations-or even knowledge in our minds-can
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affect how physical objects behave. The Grand
Biocentric Design is a one-of-a-kind, groundbreaking
explanation of how the universe works, and an
exploration of the science behind the astounding fact
that time, space, and reality itself, all ultimately
depend upon us.

The Divine Matrix
The New York Times bestselling author, teacher, and
speaker provides the next step beyond his immensely
popular Notes from the Universe trilogy with this
special 10th anniversary edition of the modern classic
that contains even more enriching wisdom for living
an abundant, joyous life. We create our own reality,
our own fate, and our own luck. We are all filled with
infinite possibilities, and it’s time to explore how
powerful we truly are. With clear-eyed and masterful
prose, Infinite Possibilities effortlessly reveals our true
spiritual nature and exactly what it takes to find true
happiness and fulfillment. Witty and intelligent, this is
“the perfect book at the perfect time. It is full of
wisdom, answers, and guidance—a unique
combination that is guaranteed to help anyone during
times of change and transition” (Ariane de Bonvoisin,
bestselling author of The First 30 Days). This tenth
anniversary edition features a new foreword by Bob
Proctor and a new introduction from the author.

Evidence of Destiny
Collects essays on meditation, the power of prayer,
optimism, thankfulness, neurophenomenology, and
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alpha brain waves, all written from the perspective
that science and spirituality should not be in
opposition.

Deep Truth
We are controlled by an invisible program that
organises all life. The things, places, and people we
like and dislike are neither accidents nor just random
choices we make. With the help of computers, NASA,
and a very precise birth time, it is possible to see this
mysterious part of our nature that is beyond our
control. It also allows us to recognize which people we
like and why, but also what it is that we don't like in
others. At the same time, we can see which of our
qualities are liked, and disliked, by the people in our
lives. You can understand a little bit better what the
positive and negative triggers are for you and those in
your life. Most of all, you can learn what makes you
different from everyone else. See the nature of all
your relationships in a totally new light. Go to
baantu.com and find out how the program influences
you.

The God code
At the heart of spiritual awakening lies the discovery
that each of us can achieve the direct, transformative
connection with the sacred realms—a connection that
defines the mystic. The Journey to the Sacred Garden
guides us along a well-traveled path into this
extraordinary experience and includes an experiential
audio download of shamanic drumming and rattling,
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providing us with an effective, easily learned
technique for expanding awareness and shifting
consciousness safely. The first goal: to find our Sacred
Garden, a place for personal empowerment; as well
as physical, psychological, emotional, and spiritual
restoration. Once there, we learn through direct
experience that the garden can be used as a gateway
into the other levels of the inner worlds.
Anthropologist Hank Wesselman, Ph.D., reveals that
our garden operates by four primary rules: •
Everything in the garden is symbolic of some aspect
of ourselves or our life experience. • Everything in the
garden can be communicated with, enhancing
understanding. • The garden can be changed by
doing work. • When you change your garden, some
part of you or your life will change in response.

The Divine Matrix
10 Secrets for Success and Inner Peace
James Van Praagh's first two books, both New York
Times bestsellers, have been a powerful healing force
for millions of readers. Using his talents as a medium,
Van Praagh has not only helped the bereaved reach
their lost loved ones and find peace but he has also
illuminated the mysteries of death, the afterlife, and
rebirth. His new book, Healing Grief, will once again
draw from his compelling and uplifting readings, but
with a new and special purpose- to show what the
spirit world can teach us about the grieving process
itself. While grief is clearly a natural response to
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death, it should also properly accompany life's other
difficult passages, including times of transition, the
loss of a relationship, or even the loss of a pet.
Healing Grief begins with chapters that each examine
a specific kind of loss - death of a parent, a spouse, or
a child, the end of a marriage, or the onset of a
troubling life change, such as unemployment or grave
illness - and considers the particular bereavement
issues it may engender. The book also offers advice
on explaining death to children, on distinguishing
healthy from destructive grief, and on harnessing the
powers of healing through special exercises,
meditation and affirmations. Healing Grief should be,
in Van Praagh's words, "a manual for grieving well,"
offering an inspiring new perspective on grief from a
world-renowned medium who has become an expert
at helping people cope with unresolvable sorrow.

Codigo de Dios El
El Código de Dios es el resultado de 12 años de
investigación. No pretende ser la solución cuando nos
enfrentamos a los mayores retos de la ciencia, la
tecnológia y la paz en la en la historia de nuestra
especie. En una época en que todo se pone en énfasis
en nuestra diferencias simplemente pretende ser un
punto de partida.

Turning Point
What would it mean to discover that everything from
the DNA of life, to the future of our world, is based
upon a simple Reality Code—one that we can change
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and upgrade by choice? New revelations in physics
and biology suggest that we’re about to find out! A
growing body of scientific evidence suggests that our
universe works like a Consciousness Computer.
Rather than the number codes of typical software, our
Consciousness Computer uses a language that we all
have, yet are only beginning to understand. Life’s
reality code is based in the language of human
emotion and focused belief. Knowing that belief is our
reality-maker, the way we think of ourselves and our
world is now more important than ever! For us to
change the beliefs that have led to war, disease, and
the failed careers and relationships of our past we
need a reason to see things differently. Our ancestors
used miracles to change what they believed. Today
we use science. The Spontaneous Healing of Belief
offers us both: the miracles that open the door to a
powerful new way of seeing the world, and the
science that tells us why the miracles are possible,
revealing: why we are not limited by the "laws" of
physics and biology as we know them today. Once we
become aware of the paradigm-shattering discoveries
and true-life miracles, we must think of ourselves
differently. And that difference is where the
spontaneous healing of belief begins.

Human by Design
Infinite Possibilities (10th Anniversary)
"I am about to tell you a most unusual story, a
chronicle of something that happened to me while I
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was living on the flank of an active volcano on the
island of Hawai'i. I'm a scientist. I mention this
because I do not feel that I was in any way
predisposed for what was about to occur. In fact, my
scientific training would seem to have
preprogrammed me against such an experience." -From Spiritwalker The astonishing true story of an
anthropologist's quest into a spiritual world of magic,
mysticism, and meaning. Not since Castaneda's
tutelage under the Yacqui Indian guide Don Juan has
there been a spiritual autobiography quite like
Spiritwalker. Hank Wesselman's incredible story of a
series of encounters that would forever change his life
began with what he at first tried to explain away as
particularly vivid dreams, but which grew increasingly
intense and insistent, ultimately propelling him on
twelve fantastic journeys across time and space. Over
the next three years, his journeys proved to be far
more important than mere reason could explain.
Eventually, Dr. Wesselman became convinced that
he'd been granted a visionary encounter with what
tribal people from millennia past have called the
"spirit world." During his epic travels, Dr. Wesselman
met shape-shifting entities, spirit helpers, and
guardians, and found himself traversing a mental,
physical, and spiritual landscape on a path
intersecting that of a fellow traveler, a Hawai'ian
kahuna mystic named Nainoa. Five thousand years
into the future, Nainoa had been sent by his Chief on
a journey into what used to be America, a oncepowerful land of machines and magic, from which no
previous voyagers had ever returned. What did
Nainoa seek from Dr. Wesselman? What did the
anthropologist have to learn about his own world from
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this exotic traveler from another time and place?
Together, scientist and mystic are initiated into
knowledge of non-ordinary levels of reality and given
foreshadowings of imminent environmental, political,
and spiritual challenges to their civilization. Without
abandoning his scientific objectivity, Dr. Wesselman
abandoned himself to the mystical, sometimes
frightening, yet always luminous experiences that
brought him beyond the boundaries of ordinary
consciousness. The result is a fascinating and
suspenseful adventure, an exciting and important
archeological discovery, and the story of how a hardheaded scientific-realist stumbled on an important
piece of the puzzle of human evolution. Socially
urgent and disturbingly prophetic, Spiritwalker has a
universal mythic resonance and an undeniable
relevance for today as it challenges our perceptions of
our world, our reality, and our future. From the Trade
Paperback edition.

The Spontaneous Healing of Belief
In this work, Dr Wesselman reveals what it means to
be a mystic and a medicine man in an age of high
technology and super science. His spiritual quest
continues to unfold, illuminating the emergence of a
modern Western shamanism, the phenomenon of
spirit possession, the conveyance of the souls of the
dead, and the true nature of the human spirit.

The Seven Spirits of God
The cutting edge of neurolinguistics meets the
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spiritual wisdom of the ages in a handbook of key
words that literally rewire our brains. New discoveries
in biology and the neurosciences are revealing how
the structure of language-the words we think and
speak-can actually change the way the neurons in our
brains and hearts connect. But our ancestors
understood this connection intuitively, thousands of
years ago. They created specific word-patterns to
provide comfort, healing, strength, and inner power in
difficult times, and they encoded these powerful
words in prayers, chants, mantras, hymns, and sacred
writings to preserve them for future generations. Now
beloved teacher and thought leader Gregg Braden
cracks the code and puts these powerful words in
your hands. Perfect as a pocket guide, a reference for
spiritual study, or a gift to someone you love, this
elegant, compact book contains Wisdom Codes that
cut to the core of life's greatest tests, most
challenging demands, and hardest lessons. You'll find
chapters devoted to healing from loss and grief,
facing your unspoken fears, finding certainty in the
face of uncertain choices, and finding forgiveness, as
well as ancient parables that offer a "fast track" to
unraveling life's deepest mysteries. Each Wisdom
Code-distilled from a quote, a scripture passage, or a
parable-is accompanied by a brief discussion of what
the code means, why it's important, and how to apply
it in your life.
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